
2024-2025 
Christian Academy of Indiana

 Bus Schedule

Let's Ride!

Kindergarten- 12th grade

What to know
Times are appoximate, depending 

       on traffic conditions.
Please have your child at the bus stop

       at least 5 minutes early.
Exact location of bus stops within the

       parking lot is at the discretion of the 
       bus driver.

There can be no stops other than those 
       listed. 

The bus schedule is reviewed periodically 
       and adjusted based on participation.

A continuous effort is made to promote 
      increased ridership.

Schedule is subject to revision after 
       September. 

Please check website for most current
       schedule. 

Alerts

Bus Rules
Our chief concern is to ensure the safety  of
each rider. Discipline issues may distract the
driver, endangering all students. For this
reason,  we strongly support Miller
Transportation’s School  Bus Rules. Please
read Miller Transportation rules  here.  

Bus ID tags should be visibly attached to
purse or  backpack.

              

CAI

Daily and  Occasional Use

Bus transportation for Kentucky students transported to Christian Academy of Indiana is free of charge. 
If space is available, occasional bus riders must obtain a buss pass from the school office PRIOR to riding the
bus. Passes expire at the end of each school year and are non-transferrable. The student will give their pass to
the bus driver when boarding the bus. 

*Parents of DAILY & OCCASIONAL RIDERS must register through FACTS Family Portal to use bus service.
Registration may be completed once and will remain in effect the entire year. Any changes to the use of bus service during
the school year must be updated on the bus form in FACTS Family Portal.

  Bus Pick -Up                                          Location                                       Bus Drop-Off  

Schedule Changes

6:50 a.m.    Peddler's Mall at New Cut Road (old Kmart)

CAL SW (front of parking lot)

Roosters, 4420 Dixie Highway

CAI

7:00 a.m.
7:10 a.m.
7:45 a.m.

4:05 p.m.
3:55 p.m.
3:45 p.m.
3:15 p.m.

When choosing a stop on the FACTS bus form, please
only use one of the the stops listed above.

Choose Your Bus Stop

The school alert system is used to communicate
delays and changes. Please ensure contact
information in FACTS Family Portal is up-to-date.

https://caschools.us/wp-content/uploads/Miller-Transporation-School-Bus-Rules-2024-2025.pdf

